guidePORT: 
flexible, automated visitor information.

The benefits at a glance:
- Useable with or without a tour guide
- Flexible applications
- Simple, intuitive operation
- Reduces acoustic interference – for optimum sound quality
- Over 30 languages and different information levels can be used
- Hearing aid compatible – for optimum barrier freedom
tourguide 2020-D: versatile, comfortable audio transmission.

The benefits at a glance:
- Ready to go
- Intuitive operating concept
- Extremely robust
- For up to six visitor groups simultaneously – without interference
- Can be used for simultaneous interpretation in up to eight languages (stationary with the SR 2020-D rack transmitter)
- Hearing aid compatible – for optimum barrier freedom
- Practical charging technology

tourguide EK 1039: maximum sound quality in any environment.

The benefits at a glance:
- Optimum speech intelligibility
- Simple operation
- Extremely robust
- For up to 32 visitor groups simultaneously – without interference
- Can be integrated into an interpreting system
- Hearing aid compatible – for optimum barrier freedom